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In this research, the application of intelligent mobile agents to the management of
distributed network environments is investigated. Intelligent mobile agents are programs
which can move about network systems in a deterministic manner in carrying their
execution state. These agents can be considered an application of distributed artificial
intelligence where the (usually small) agent code is moved to the data and executed
locally. The mobile agent paradigm offers potential advantages over many conventional
mechanisms which move (often large) data to the code, thereby wasting available
network bandwidth. The performance of agents in network routing and knowledge
acquisition has been investigated and simulated. A working mobile agent system has also
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Hops (or Routing Messages)
Variation of Total Distance Vector with Agent Hops (or Routing Mesages) 30 nodes 35 edges



























































































































































































































































































Hops (or Routing Messages)
Variation of Total Distance Vector with Agent Hops (or Routing Mesages) 30 nodes 35 edges
Total Distance Vector (4 agents)
Total Distance Vector (20 agents)
Total Distance Vector (28 agents)






















































































































Hops (or Routing Messages)
Variation of Edges Discovered with Agent Hops (or Routing Mesages)
Edges Discovered (4 agents)
Edges Discovered (20 agents)
Edges Discovered (28 agents)

































































































Hops (or Routing Messages)
Variation of Total Distance Vector with Agent Hops (or Routing Mesages)
Distance Vector (graph 10,22)
Distance Vector (graph 20,95)
Distance Vector  (Conventional Routing 10 22)



































Hops (or Routing Messages)
Variation of Number of Discovered Edges with Agent Hops (or Routing Mesages)
Discovered Edges (Agent Routing graph (10,22))
Discovered Edges (Agent Routing graph (20,95))
Discovered Edges (Conventional Routing graph (10 22))
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Hops (or Routing Messages)
Variation of Total Distance Vector with Agent Hops (or Routing Mesages) in Random Graphs
Distance Vector (Agent Routing 40,80)
Distance Vector (Agent Routing 100,500)
Distance Vector  (Conventional Routing 40 80)
Distance Vector  (Conventional Routing 100 500)
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Hops (or Routing Messages)
Variation of Number of Discovered Edges with Agent Hops (or Routing Mesages) in Random Graphs
Discovered Edges (Agent Routing 40 80)
Discovered Edges (Agent Routing 100 500)
Discovered Edges (Conventional Routing 40 80)




























Hops (or Routing Messages)
Variation of Total Distance Vector with Agent Hops (or Routing Mesages) in Grids
Distance Vector (Agent Routing 36 nodes)
Distance Vector (Agent Routing 100 nodes)
Distance Vector  (Conventional Routing 36 nodes)






































Hops (or Routing Messages)
Variation of Number of Discovered Edges with Agent Hops (or Routing Mesages) in Grids
Discovered Edges (Agent Routing 36 nodes)
Discovered Edges (Agent Routing 100 nodes)
Discovered Edges (Conventional Routing 36 nodes)
























Hops (or Routing Messages)
Variation of Total Distance Vector with Agent Hops (or Routing Mesages) in Linear Gr.
Distance Vector (Agent Routing 100 nodes)



































Hops (or Routing Messages)
Variation of Number of Discovered Edges with Agent Hops (or Routing Mesages) in Linear Gr.
Discovered Edges (Agent Routing 100 nodes)

























Hops (or Routing Messages)
Variation of Total Distance Vector with Agent Hops (or Routing Mesages) in Rings
Distance Vector (Agent Routing 100 nodes)



































Hops (or Routing Messages)
Variation of Number of Discovered Edges with Agent Hops (or Routing Mesages) in Rings
Discovered Edges (Agent Routing 100 nodes)
































































































































Time in milli seconds



























































































































Time in milli seconds






































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Agent Population with Time (36 node, 100 edge random graph)
merge agents (random graph)
queue agents (random graph)
total agents (random graph)
total discovery (random graph)


























































































































Agent Population with Time (9 node 27 edge random graph)
total agents (random graph)
total discovery (random graph)
























































































































































Agent Population with Time
total agents (linear graph)
total agents (ring graph)
total agents (grid graph)



























































































































Agent Population with Time
total learnt (linear graph)
total learnt (ring graph)
total learnt (grid graph)


















































































































































































































































































Variation of Agent Population with Graph Size
total agents (9 node graph)
total agents (25 node graph)
total agents (36 node graph)
























Variation of Knowledge Acquisition with Graph Size
total agents (9 node graph)
total agents (25 node graph)
total agents (36 node graph)




















































































































Variation of Agent Population with Agent Fertility
total agents (f = 1.0)
total agents (f = 1.5)
total agents (f = 2.0)





































































































Variation of Knowlege Acquisition with Agent Fertility
total agents (f = 1.0)
total agents (f = 1.5)
total agents (f = 2.0)




































































































































Variation of Agent Population with Initial Agents
total agents (1 agent initially)
total agents (5 agents initially)
total agents (10 agents initially)
























Variation of Knowledge Acquisition with Initial Agents
total agents (1 agent initially)
total agents (5 agents initially)
total agents (10 agents initially)










































































































































































































































































Variation of Agent Population with Cloning Probability
cloning probability = 1.0
cloning probability = 0.8
cloning probability = 0.5











































































































































Variation of Knowledge Acquisition with Cloning Probability
cloning probability = 1.0
cloning probability = 0.8
cloning probability = 0.5




















































































































Variation of Agent Population with Dynamically Changing Network Information
prob. of node info change = 0.0
prob. of node info change = 0.1























Variation of Knowledge Acquisition with Dynamically Changing Network Information
prob. of node info change = 0.0
prob. of node info change = 0.1
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